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Abstract:

Due to the parallels between Natural Language Processing (NLP) and stock price prediction (SPP)
as a time series problem, an attempt is made to interpret SPP as an NLP problem. As adaptable
techniques word vector representations, pre-trained language models, advanced recurrent neural
networks, unsupervised learning methods, and multimodal methods are introduced and it is outlined
how they can be transferred into the stock prediction domain.
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1 Introduction

As in the field of economics various theories argue about the extent to which it is possible
to predict future stock prices, stock price prediction (SPP) can be generally considered
a difficult problem. The “Random Walk Theory” (RWT), proposed by Kendall and Hill
[KH53], implies that, due to the random nature of stock prices, prediction is impossible.
The “Efficient Market Hypothesis” (EMH), on the other hand, states that all information,
available to the investors, is represented in the stock price [Fa70] (sometimes even set in a
causal relationship with the RWT [Gi01]), which is seen by some researchers as a possibility
to predict stock prices in accordance with the EMH [Li19].

While the market hypotheses and their consequences are debated in economics, many
computer scientists, mathematicians, and engineers have taken the opportunity to build
models for SPP based on a quantitative/technical point of view [De15]. The quantitative
analysis aims to predict future stock prices by creating models based only on learning
historical stock prices [Pé21]. In contrast, fundamental analysis aims to predict future stock
prices by taking into account factors beyond mere price values [WHM15]. These factors
encompass a wide range, from newspaper articles, tweets, social media data to business
reports of individual companies.
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Stock prices can be understood as a sequence of individual prices, where the stock G8 of the
company 28 has a value of GC

8
at a time C. The quantitative analysis aims to predict a future

price GC+1
8

from the historical prices {G 9
8

: 9 ≤ C}.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is not only one of the most intensively researched
subdisciplines of machine learning (ML), but also one that has brought some of the most
impressive results in the ML domain so far. NLP is intuitively suited to be transferred into
another time series prediction problem. A stock price (of a single company) is nothing more
than a sequence of individual stock prices, while a NLP text is nothing more than a sequence
of tokens, that can be indexed. The definition of the goal of quantitative analysis, given at
the beginning, can be translated into a “Causal Language Modeling” task, where the next
token EC+1 has to be predicted for a given sentence beginning {E 9 : 9 ≤ C} [Li22b]. If one
would like to predict not only the C + 1-th price of a stock 8, but a whole price trend this
could be formulated as the attempt to predict the probability for a certain price development
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This definition of a stock price development is the same as the definition for “Unconditional-
Language Modeling”, where the probability of a sentence %(E) to occur is recursively
computed following the chain rule of conditional probabilities [SBC19]. As shown by the
examples of Next-Token Prediction and Unconditional-Language Modeling, the parallels
between NLP and SPP are obvious. Nevertheless, to my knowledge, there is no approach to
explore these parallels in a systematic way, using NLP techniques for SPP.

2 Motivation

Many of the techniques and models developed in NLP are transferred to other domains,
where they are successfully used. One example is the application of (in an NLP context
developed) transformer models (e.g. BERT [De19]) to the image-processing domain (e.g.
ViT [Do20]). The transfer of ML models, between different ML subdisciplines, is one of
the most important building blocks of research since it helps to promote the understanding
of the models, enables the effective use of carefully developed research results, and can
help to improve the performance of ML in certain domains by orders of magnitude.

In addition to the importance for ML research to adapt solution strategies to other problem
domains, the technicality of the stock market is not to be underestimated. Next to the
possibility of generating profits, risk management, and sensible profitability are also
important aspects for many companies, to ensure economic stability.
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3 Research Question

Considering the parallels highlighted in Sect. 1, the research gap that is intended to be
addressed within the scope of my thesis becomes evident. In the existing research, in my
opinion, there has been little to no exploration of the extent to which NLP techniques can
be applied to other time series problems in general, and specifically to SPP.

Therefore the following questions can be derived:

• How helpful are NLP research approaches for time series problems?

• Can NLP techniques (not just model architectures) be transferred to other domains?

• Can SPP be conceptualized as an NLP problem, with the stock market being considered
as a “language” that can be learned?

These questions highlight the unexplored territory where this thesis aims to make significant
contributions.

4 Related Work

While some popular NLP models are being used for SPP, there is a lack of systematic
adaptation. As a result, most approaches in SPP differ significantly from NLP, as they merely
adapt the models without delving into the underlying training methods, training tasks, or
data representation. To illustrate this further, the following provides an overview of the
current state of SPP, with a particular focus on NLP-based models.

In [St20], four directions for the incorporation of ML in SPP were mentioned; neural
networks (NN), support vector machines (SVM), genetic algorithms (GA), and other
methods. This roughly aligns with [Pa21], where a certain relevance is also attributed to
Naïve Bayes, linear regression, and clustering methods (along others).

Despite being slowly but surely outperformed by transformer models and at most appearing
in combination with them, RNNs (as well as LSTMs and GRUs) [Hu22], are still very
popular in the field of SPP and financial time series.

The use of RNNs in SPP can be broadly categorized in two directions: RNNs that analyze
historical prices, in the sense of the quantitative approach, and those that include other
modalities (mainly news and social media) like [Ak16]. If based on a quantitative approach
the RNNs are usually used as modules of more complex architectures [Fe19, BYR17, Fe18,
Qi17], but there have also been simple approaches where input features are fed in the
RNN and the prediction is used directly [NPdO17, DPH16, CZD15]. A particular focus
here is on the work of Zhang et al. [ZAQ17], which attempts to decompose different
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frequencies/patterns in historic stock data. This may seem a bit far from NLP at first,
however, there is research like [Hi11] that manages to learn hierarchical structures in texts
using models based on processing the input on different frequencies.

Due to the impressive success of various transformer-based models, especially BERT,
transformers have gained popularity beyond the borders of the NLP subdiscipline. For
purposes of SPP, Ding et al. [Di20] were arguably the first to use transformers for financial
time series data back in 2020 while also following the quantitative approach. The model in
[Di20] uses a sliding window over the data to predict future stock movements. This has been
also done in slight variations by most other transformer-based models [Mu22, SS21, Zh22].
There are also transformer-based models in combinations with RNNs (LSTMs and GRUs)
[LSZ18, Hu21, RPAGNV21, LQ23]. The model in [Qi17] is remarkable, not only because
it is free of any multimodality, but also because exogenous time series are used, making
a first step towards the interpretation of SPP as a two-dimensional (C and �) problem
(which is similar to trying to predict GC+1). More popular is the use of transformers in
SPP in combination with textual inputs (from the news or social media), as a second
modality, as done in [DWL20, DL21, Li22a, XC18, Li19, Hu18, Li17, Di15]. As one of
the few that follows a generative approach, in [Mi22], a model was designed which has an
encoder-decoder architecture in order to generate the stock prices of the next five days.

5 Approach

To explore the research gap, various NLP techniques will be selected and evaluated for their
adaptability to the SPP domain. The following is a list of what I consider to be the most
appropriate NLP techniques that could be adapted for SPP. Most of them can be combined
with each other and do not have to be understood as separate projects.

Stock2Vec Model Texts in NLP are typically decomposed into individual word tokens
E8 ∈ - ′ ⊆ N. Each E8 is then assigned a (trainable) embedding vector 4̂8 ∈ R� (with �
as the embedding dimension), which facilitates the processing of the models. The dense
vector representations 4̂8 are often trained by using an auxiliary network to derive either
surrounding context words (skip-gram) or a context is used to derive the current word
(continuous bag of words) [Mi13]. In both cases, 4̂ is trained to represent the semantic
expression of the word. This can for example result in the fact that different 4̂-s representing
semantically similar words are close to each other or that pairs of 4̂-s with the same distances
and angles to each other represent word pairs with same relationships to each other.

It would be desirable that stock prices can also be transformed into high-dimensional vectors,
where vector pairs with similar angles and distances to each other are in a similar relation
to each other. Similar research with simplified approaches already exists, for example, by
Dolphin et al. [DSD22]. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Example of two vector pairs of price embeddings in a high dimensional (in this example for
illustration purposes only three dimensional) vector space. The companies in the pairs are each other’s
largest competitors, as shown by the fact that the angles and distances of the two pairs of competitors
are equal.

To define embeddings 4 ∈ R� for stock prices, several options are available which can
be tested in the course of the thesis. Vector representations for company prices 48 can be
trained by using one auxiliary network to predict past/future prices of G8 and one auxiliary
network to predict other company prices based on GC

8
. The idea is to assign a token to each

company, which can be embedded in a multidimensional vector. Thus, the relationships
of the companies can be encoded by the respective vector space positions. The current
economic situation (e.g. current stock prices) could be indicated by shifts in the vector
space.

Pre-trained Stock Price Prediction Models Few developments have influenced the NLP
field in recent years as much as the use of pre-trained language models. These models,
mostly based on transformers, are trained with different pre-training tasks to develop a
generalized language understanding. With this basis, the models can then be used for any
downstream tasks such as sentiment prediction, summary generation or similar. To the best
of my knowledge, no approach in the SPP domain has yet dealt with the use of pre-trained
models representing a generalized understanding of stock markets.

To change this, one could pre-train a transformer-encoder-based model on adapted pre-
training tasks from NLP. As a first idea, “Mask-Language Modeling” (predicting a masked
word in the context of the rest of the sentence) is adapted as “Masked-Price Prediction”
(MPP). In MPP, GC

8
is to be predicted given a context GC−)

8
,..., GC+)

8
. The “Next-Sequence

Prediction” (NSP) task, where the model has to decide whether one sentence follows another,
is also adaptable. In terms of SPP, a “Next-Price Matching” (NPM) task can be formulated,
where the model has to decide whether one series of prices follows another. The actual use
of the pre-trained model is, as in NLP, not limited to a specific task and it can be explored
what the model can be used for, whether it is for SPP, stock movement prediction, prediction
of single prices or whole market sectors.
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Multimodal Transformer As discussed in Sect. 1, the fusion of quantitative stock
analysis and NLP data from various sources is well-suited for multimodal analysis of the
SPP problem. For NLP data analysis, utilizing pre-trained language processing models
like BERT is practical. The insights derived from this analysis can then be seamlessly
integrated in a multimodal fashion. Transformer models, particularly, have gained immense
popularity for combining different modalities, evident in numerous sub-disciplines that
connect NLP with other data sources. For instance, transformer models like ALBEF [Li21]
have gained recognition for effectively linking visual and NLP data in the vision-language
(V+L) reserach domain. The specific integration process for this thesis can be determined
during the course of the research. Highlighting the significance of the multimodal aspect is
crucial, as it enables the integration of the two main fields of interest in the thesis, namely
SPP and NLP. The combination of multimodal approaches with SPP and NLP is currently a
prominent area of research, as indicated by the publications mentioned in Sect. 4.

Unsupervised Neuron In the SPP literature, the problem of too low input dimensionality
is often addressed [DL21]. Besides the trained contextual embeddings there is another NLP
technique that is suitable for adaptation. Trying to enter a text letter(/byte)-wise into a model
(often, even unsupervised) has already been shown by Radford et al. [RJS17] to achieve
state-of-the-art performance in sentiment analysis. Here, a model was trained to predict
the next letter in a text and meanwhile developed a single neuron suitable for sentiment
prediction.

While other works have been investigating character-level processing [ZZL15] the idea to
elaborate embedded domain knowledge from unsupervised (low dimensional) processing
has also been followed [Ra19]. An approach that can be adapted for SPP by performing
“Next-Price Prediction” on an RNN-based model to infer embedded domain knowledge.

Advanced Recurrent Neural Networks Another possible use of RNNs in NLP is trying
to decompose the hierarchical structure of language, which has been done with models
that pay a certain amount of attention to the frequency of the incoming data [Hi11]. As
mentioned in Sect. 4, there are works in the SPP area like [ZAQ17] which deal with
recognizing different frequencies in the stock market. Processes that occur at different
frequencies in the stock market can also be regarded as hierarchical structuring. For example,
the season can be a very coarse-grained (slow) frequency that affects stock performance,
while fluctuations in productivity due to the day of the week appear in a high frequency. The
most promising models are the Multiple-Timescale RNN (MTRNN) [Hi11] and Clockwork
RNNs (CWRNN) [Ko14], which are not very popular at the moment but can be helpful for
these tasks.
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6 Evaluation

The evaluation of approaches at a technical level is a trivial task, as there is ample availability
of historical data. These data can be compared with the predicted data using various metrics
such as mean squared error, Matthews correlation coefficient, R2 score, RMSE, etc.

The contribution to ML research needs to be evaluated for each approach. For instance, the
Stock2Vec model may successfully capture the relationships between different companies
without necessarily improving the prediction of stock prices. However, this insight can
still be valuable as it demonstrates the utility of NLP techniques in other domains. For
pre-trained stock models, the performance of pre-training tasks can be measured. In the case
of hierarchy-analysis-based RNN models, it is interesting to assess whether frequencies in
stock price movements are detected.

7 Summary

To summarize the underlying thesis, the adaptability of techniques from the NLP subdisci-
pline to the SPP time series problem will be explored. Excerpts of models from the NLP
field have already been adopted in previous research on SPP, but entire techniques, training
approaches, or application strategies have not been adapted. As initial steps, the testing
of word vector representations, pre-trained language models, advanced recurrent neural
networks, unsupervised learning methods, and multimodal approaches for adaptation will
be performed.
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